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ABSTRACT
Name : Syamsir
Reg. Number : 40300109096
Title : “ The Analysis of Social Conflict in J.K. Rowling’s novel “The
Casual Vacancy”
Supervisor : 1. Dr. H. Barsihannor, M. Ag.
2. Syahruni Junaid, S.S., M.Pd.
This thesis studied social conflict in J.K. Rowling’s novel “The Casual
Vacancy”. The problems of this thesis are to find out kinds and causes of social
conflict in the novel.
The method used in this research was qualitative descriptive method. The
source of data is J.K. Rowling’s novel “The Casual Vacancy”, which is published
in 2012. The writer used note taking to collect the data source.  From this
instrument the writer read the novel, identified the statement which contain the
social conflict. The writer used cards to write the sentences from The Casual
Vacancy which contain the social conflict in the novel. Besides, the writer used
Malesevic’s and Rummel’s theory to analyzing kinds and causes of social conflict
in the novel.
The writer found all the kinds of social conflict. The writer found 6 data
man versus man and 20 data group versus group (16 data intergroup and 4 data
intragroup). The result of this research shows that intergroup is dominant kinds of
social conflict in the novel, and intragroup is less kinds of social conflict in the
novel. Then, the causes of social conflict found in the novel J.K. Rowling’s “The
Casual Vacancy” are 13 data political, 1 data moral, 3 data bullying, 6 data
emotional, 1 data religious and 2 data racism. Political is the dominant cause in
the novel that 13 data, and religious and moral are the less cause in the novel those
are 1 data.
The writer suggests the readers to know and understand about social
conflict especially kinds and causes of social conflict.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Literature is one of the most creative and universal means of
communicating the spiritual emotion and intellectual concern of mankind.
Literature is also a mirror of society and will be characterized by human
imagination and ideas of their expression, good form, techniques, and our
fantastic world. It can be applied from human of daily life (Blair, 1974: 32).
According to Teew (1988: 237)  Good literature recreates the sense of life,
it’s weight and texture. It recreates the experiential wholeness of the life emotions,
the life of the mind, the individual life and the social life, the object of the world.
It creates their things all together and interpenetrating, as they do in the life we
live immediacy of life.
A novel must be dramatic and also many conflicts in order that the story is
interesting. And language should be simple, so that readers can easily understand
the story. Usually the author of the novel tells through imagination, which is
usually referred to as a fiction novel or also through his own experience, that the
real story is finally told in a novel, a novel of this type is referred to as non-fiction
novel. According to Donnel (1983: 713) novel is a long work of narrative prose
fiction dealing with character’s situation and setting that imitate those of real life.
Conflict is the variance of opposed principle in the life, we always find the
problem, because no one in the world that never finds conflict in their life. In
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other world, conflict is a universal phenomenon in human life. (Brown,
1993:476).
Social conflict is conflict between the characters against another characters
The characters have conflict in his social life in his relationship with another
character. The conflict happen when the actor has problem with other. It is the
struggle of the person against another, if there are contraction, that caused
something to be contraction such as : Fighting. (Kenny, 1990 : 32).
The writer chooses social conflict as the topic of this thesis because the
writer has found some problems in the novel. The novel “The Casual Vacancy”
The novel is set in a suburban West Country town called Pagford and begins with
the death of beloved Parish Councillor Barry Fairbrother. Subsequently, a seat on
the council is vacant and a conflict ensues before the election for his successor
takes place. Factions develop, particularly concerning whether to dissociate with a
local council estate, the Fields, with which Barry supported an alliance. However,
those running for a place soon find their darkest secrets revealed on the Parish
Council online forum, ruining their campaign and leaving the election in turmoil.
This novel tells the story of drugs, prostitution, rape, politic, and social conflict.
There was also the uniqueness of this novel winning the Best Fiction category in
the Good reads Choice Awards 2012. (Rowling: 2012).
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B. Problem Statements
The writer gets two things that become the problem for the research based
on the novel, namely the kinds of social conflict and the causes of social conflict.
Based on the problem statements above, the research question are
formulated as follows:
1. What kinds of social conflict found in J.K. Rowling’s novel “The Casual
Vacancy” ?
2. What are the causes of social conflict found in J.K. Rowling’s novel “The
Casual Vacancy” ?
C. Objective of the Research
Concerning to the problems mentioned above, the objective of this study is
classified into two items:
1. To give explanation kinds of social conflicts in J.K. Rowling’s novel “The
Casual Vacancy”.
2. To give explanation the causes of social conflict in J.K. Rowling’s novel “The
Casual Vacancy”.
D. Significance of the Research
It is hoped that the result of this research can be used as a reference for
learning social conflict and increasing reader’s knowledge about social conflict.
By analyzing social conflict, readers can learn: what is the meaning of social
conflict, kinds of social conflict, and the causes of social conflict.
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E. Scope of the Research
Related to the topic as literature, this study is only focus on analyzing
kinds and the causes of social conflict in J.K. Rowling’s  novel “The Casual
Vacancy”.
4
5CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In this chapter, the writer presents the theory related to the research in
order to support the analysis. It consists of explanation about previous findings,
novel, conflict, social conflict, synopsis of the novel and biography of J.K.
Rowling.
A. Previous Findings
The writer can state that many studies on analyzing social conflict have
been made by students:
Subiha (2006), in her thesis entitled, “The Analysis of Social Conflict in
The Novel “The Adventures of Tom Sawyer” by Mark Twain”. She found
analysis of social conflict were (1) the social conflict in this novel was about the
social conflict in Tom’s family and conflict between Tom and his aunt, aunt Poly
as the minor conflict. (2) The major conflict was the conflict between Tom and
Injun Joe.
Sahil (2006),  in her thesis entitled, “The Analysis of Social Conflict in The
Drama “Othello” by William Shakespeare.”. She found that the social conflicts
that happen between characters were person against person such conflict between
Othello with Iago, Othello with Cassio, and Othello with Desdemona (Othello’s
wife). The Causes of this conflict begin when Iago feels jealous to Cassio, because
Othello as leader of soldier has appointed Cassio as a lieutenant.
From the others two and this research, there is smilarity in the subject of
the research that study about social conflict. Then, there are differences between
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two previous findings above with this research. In Subiha’s thesis, She focused
on social conflict Tom as the main character. In Sahils thesis, She analyzed social
conflict Othello as the main character among some characters. And this research,
the writer will focus analyzing kinds and causes social conflict in “The Casual
Vacancy”.
B. Novel
1. Definition of the Novel
McDonnells (1983: 713) defines that novel is a long work of narrative
prose fiction dealing with character; situation and setting that imitate those of real
life. Furthermore, Richard, (1996: 141) stated that novel is fictional narrative in
prose, generally longer and more complex than a short story.
In addition, Lindemann (1990: 16) states that novel is often defined as
being a fiction in prose of a certain length, typically more than 50.000 words, with
characters, incidents and perhaps a plot.
Based on the explanation above, the writer can conclude that novel is a
form long prose with theme, characters, setting and perhaps a plot which is the
production of people’s imagination or representation of human life and more
complex than a short story. Novel is divided into two parts those are novel fiction
and novel nonfiction. Novel fiction is the author tells the story of the novel with
his imagination, and novel nonfiction is the author tells the story of the novel with
his life experiences, and also the story of the life of others. So, novel nonfiction is
a story that comes from the real world.
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C. Conflict
Conflict creates tension or even anxiety in the reader over what will
happen and may give rise to theme or meaning in the work. Traditionally, conflict
has been classified as (1) human vs human, (2) one vs one self, (3) human vs
nature or environment, and (4) human vs god, the gods, or fate. (Lindemann,
1990;194).
Conflict can be classified into two types, they are internal and external
conflict (Stanton, 1965:16).
1. Internal Conflict
According to Abraham in Nurgiyantoro (2002:124), Internal
conflict is a conflict occuring in the heart or soul of the character himself.
It is a conflict undergone by human being with himself, which caused by a
contraction of  two willing, hope, beliefs, mind and other problems.
2. External Conflict
External coflict is a conflict occuring between a character and something
outside himself, it could be environment and also human being or other character
(Stanton, 1965:16). There are two categories of external conflict, namely physical
conflict and social conflict. Physical conflict or usually called elemental conflict is
a conflict happened or caused by the unsuitable or uncomfortable situation
between character and his environment. For example a conflict which arises
because a big flood. Social conflict is because of human interaction,  of course
inharmonic interaction. This conflict usually occurs from war, robbery, cruelty
and colonization. The conflict may also involve in making decisions that affect
7
other people, and also may be emotional. Many conflicts in novels occur between
two character or between small groups of character and local society (Jones,
1968:30).
Based on the definition above, we can gain conclusion the struggle can
happen in somebody consists of external and internal conflict. External conflict
divided into two types those are social conflict and physical conflict. Social
conflict is a struggle between two persons or two groups. Physical conflict is
conflict with his environment and even between one and nature. While, internal
conflict is conflict of an idea and other ideas, one and himself or herself. Internal
conflict, in the other side, is a conflict occurring in the heart or soul of the
character himself. It is a conflict undergone by human being with himself, which
caused by a contraction of two willing, hope, beliefs, mind and other problems.
D. Social Conflict
1. Definition of Social Conflict
In Sociology with A Human Face, Engels affirms that social conflict consists
of the absence of harmony, equilibrium, order or consensus; of the process of
discontent, disagreement, struggle and open fighting over either values and
meanings or resources (poverty, income power) or both. ( Engels, 1976;141).
According to Malesevic (2010:39) social conflict is the struggle for agency or
power in society. Social conflict or group conflict occurs when two or more actors
oppose each other in social interaction, reciprocally exerting social power in an
effort to attain scarce or incompatible goals and prevent the opponent from
attaining them. It is a social relationship wherein the action is oriented
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intentionally for carrying out the actor's own will against the resistance of other
party or parties.
Based on the definition, social conflict is a conflict between a person with
another person, because of social issues. Social conflict is a conflict between a
person with another person, because of social issues. Such as caused of political,
religious, bullying, moral, racism and emotional. Social conflict happen if a
person wish something, and he will use all manners for make it happen and also if
a person does not like another person and finally conflict it happen.
2. Kinds of Social Conflict
Malesevic (2010:39) said that there are two kinds of social conflict to
explain about Man versus Man and Group vs Group.
a. Man versus Man
Man versus Man is one of the type of social conflict. This form of social
conflict occurs when the conflict is between two characters. This is mostly seen in
the form of two characters against each other. It does not have to be a physical
confrontation; it can be a battle between two ideas. When two or more
actors/actress oppose each other in social interaction, reciprocally exerting social
power in an effort to attain scarce or incompatible goals and prevent the opponent
from attaining them. Conflict Man versus Man usually called conflict character
versus character. So man versus man is not just conflict between man versus man
but also conflict between woman versus woman or man versus woman.
(Malesevic, 2010:39).
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Man against Man " conflict involves stories where characters are against
each other. This is a social conflict. The conflict may be direct opposition, as in a
gunfight or a robbery, or it may be a more subtle conflict between the desires of
two or more characters, as in a romance or a family epic. This type of conflict is
very common in traditional literature, fairy tales and myths. (Simpson, 2001: 46).
b. Group versus Group
Group conflict can be separated into two sub-categories of conflict: inter-
group conflict (in which distinct groups of individuals are at odds with one
another), and intra-group conflict (in which select individuals a part of the same
group clash with one another). Although both forms of conflict have the ability to
spiral upward in severity, it has been noted that conflict presents at the group level
(i.e., inter-group rivalries) is generally considered to be more powerful than
conflict present at an individual level. (Malesevic, 2010:40).
Intragroup conflict refers to conflict between two or more members of the
same group or team. In recent years, intragroup conflict has received a large
amount of attention in conflict and group dynamics literature. This increase in
interest in studying intragroup conflict may be a natural corollary of the
ubiquitous use of work groups and work teams across all levels of organizations,
including decision-making task forces, project groups, or production teams. (
Jehn, 1995:265). Jehn identified two main types of intragroup conflict: task
conflict and relationship (or emotional) conflict.
Task conflict – or conflict in understanding – occurs when there are
perceived disagreements among group members about the content of their
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decisions and involves differences in viewpoints, ideas and opinions. Task
conflict encourages greater understanding of the issue being discussed – both in
the individuals and in the group as a whole. With a deeper understanding of the
issues, group members make better decisions. It is also likely that simply having
more voices added to the discussion leads to better quality decisions. A second
effect relates to group members' acceptance of their decisions. Task conflict
appears to lead to increased satisfaction with group decisions and desire to remain
with the group. This could be because task conflict makes it more likely that
members of the group will have more chance to voice their own opinions and this
'voice' in the discussion is linked to increased emotional acceptance of the
decision.
Relationship conflict or emotional conflict occurs when there is perceived
incompatibility between group members, and typically includes tension,
annoyance and animosity between people. Relationship conflict has a negative
effect on group satisfaction and commitment, and has a negative effect on the
quality of group decisions. his appears to be because this type of conflict limits
the ability of the group to process information – group members spend too much
time and energy focusing on each other rather than on the group's problems.
In addition, relationship conflict increases stress and anxiety levels of
group members, thereby limiting their ability to think clearly and understand the
issues they are deciding. Thirdly, relationship conflict encourages antagonistic
thinking and misattribution of others' behaviour, for example thinking others have
a sinister motive, which creates mutual hostility and escalating conflict.
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Furthermore, Bornstein  (2003:3) said Intergroup conflicts are one of the
most important types of conflict in an organization, as an organization is
structured in the form of several interdependent task groups. These groups could
be formal or informal, and the members of these groups interact with each other
for different purposes. These groups differ in goals, work activities, power, and
prestige. The seeds of intergroup conflict are sown in these differences. The
various reasons for intergroup conflict in an organization include goal
segmentation/diversity of goals/incompatible goals; task interdependence;
resource allocation; differential reward systems; ambiguities and task uncertainty;
differences in values and perceptions; overload on some groups; and introduction
of change.
3. The causes of social conflict
Social Conflicts arise when people's beliefs clash. Religious and political
views are particularly sensitive, because people often depend on these for a sense
of identity and belonging. Sometimes the conflict is caused by a religious/political
group being attacked; sometimes it is because the group is eager to spread a
particular belief and even enforce it on others. Some leaders may aggravate
religious and political differences as part of their tactics for keeping or gaining
power. (Malesevic, 2010:41)
Rummel (1997:87) said social conflict is born because the social problem
such as: moral problem, bullying, racism or because emotional in a discussion or
chat.
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1. Emotional will be the cause of social conflict when someone and someone
else feel like greeting someone or someone's opinion in addressing a social
problem that eventually made him emotional.
2. Moral order is related to its practices, its patterns of thinking, and its
patterns of language. As they are socialized, group members learn to
center their judgments on values and procedures fundamental to their own
common culture. Their moral order provides the set of meanings through
which they understand their experience and make judgments about what is
valuable and important.  These patterns of meaning shape the way that
individuals understand facts and issues and help them to develop a sense
of identity. Social reality also dictates what counts as appropriate action
and sets boundaries on what people are able to do. It even affects the way
in which emotions are labeled, understood, and acted upon. Thus, an
individual's beliefs, sayings, and actions must be understood within the
context of a particular social world.
3. Racism is the belief that characteristics and abilities can be attributed to
people simply on the basis of their race and that some racial groups are
superior to others. Racism and discrimination have been used as powerful
weapons encouraging fear or hatred of others in times of conflict and war,
and even during economic downturns.
4. Bullying is a complex problem, but there are good tools and resources that
can help parents, educators, and caring adults identify bullying behavior.
Did you know that there are four, specific characteristics that can qualify a
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situation as bullying? The behavior has to be intentional, be repetitive, be
hurtful, and involve an imbalance of power.
a. Intentional—Children can hurt other children by accident. Bullying,
however, is always intentional and meant to cause some sort of harm,
whether it is physical or verbal. This behavior may persist even after
the victim has asked the bully to stop.
b. Repetitive—In most cases, bullying happens repeatedly. Bullies often
target children who they know will not do anything about the behavior,
so they can continue bullying as long as they like.
c. Hurtful—Bullying is a negative behavior that may include physical or
verbal harm. The types of hurtful behavior that qualify as bullying are
varied, but they all cause harm of some sort to the victim.
d. Imbalance of power—If two children hold an equal amount of power,
one cannot bully the other. This imbalance of power can come from
different sources, including age, size, strength, and social status.
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E. Synopsis of the Novel “The Casual Vacancy”
Aftermath of the death of local Pagford Parish Councillor, Barry
Fairbrother, who suffers a burst aneurysm in the car park of a local golf course.
The inhabitants of the town share the news with their friends and relatives and
chaos ensues. The problem arises in deciding whether local council estate "The
Fields" should remain as part of Pagford, or instead join local city Yarvil.
After the election date is announced, the children of some of the
councillors and election candidates decide to make damaging, yet often accurate,
posts on the Parish Council online forum. Andrew, son of Simon Price, is the first
person to do so, operating under the name "The Ghost of  Barry Fairbrother" and
informing everyone that his father had bought a stolen computer. Sukhvinder is
posting that her mother, Dr. Parminder Jawanda, was in love with Barry. Thirdly,
Fats Wall posts, claiming his adoptive father Cubby, suffer from obsessive fear of
having molested a child without any memory of the fact. Finally, in a desperate
attempt to relieve the guilt weighing on him for costing his father his job, Andrew
confides in Simon and posts that Council leader, Howard Mollison, is having an
affair with his business partner Maureen. Howard's son, Miles Mollison, is the
winning candidate, much to the displeasure of his wife, Samantha, who confesses
she no longer loves him, only to eventually reconcile.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
A. Methodology of Research
The writer used qualitative descriptive method in this research. Bogdan
and Biklen in Sugiyono (2010: 21) define qualitative descriptive method is a
method that was used to analyze and interpret the data in the form of words of
picture rather than number. This method including social conflict approach
especially Sinisa Malesevic’s theory to analyze the social conflict in J.K.
Rowling’s novel “The Casual Vacancy”.
B. Instrument of data collection
The writer used note taking as an instrument of this research in collecting
data. According to Ray (2005: 13) note taking is a system for recording
information required by using note cards to write down the data findings from
source of data. The information was written on each card and also put chapter and
page where the data found. This instrument used to obtain the data, social
conflict of the novel “The Casual Vacancy”.
C. Source of Data
The source of data was based on the J.K. Rowling’s novel “The Casual
Vacancy”. The novel was published in 2012. It consists of 7 parts and 362 pages.
D. Procedure of Data Collection
In collecting data, the writer applied several procedures as follows:
1. The writer read the novel “The Casual Vacancy” by J.K. Rowling’s.
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2. The writer identified the statement which contain the social conflict.
3. The writer used cards and then wrote down the sentences from The Casual
Vacancy which contain the Social Conflict. There are three colorfull cards the
writer used for the social conflict such as A. Man versus Man: red,  B. Group
versus Group: 1. Intra-group: yellow, 2. Inter-group: green.
E. Technique of Data Analysis
In analyzing data, the writer used Malesevic’s and Rummel’s theory of
social conflict about kinds and causes of social conflict in the novel “The Casual
Vacancy” by J.K. Rowling’s.
17
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the writer presented his findings and discussion about
kinds and causes of social conflict in J.K. Rowling’s novel “The Casual Vacancy”
as the result of this research.
A. Findings
In this part, the writer presented the data analysis about kinds and causes
of social conflict that the researcher has found in J.K. Rowling’s  novel “The
Casual Vacancy.” The findings below are based social conflict theory of
Malesevic’s. According to Malesevic, there are two kinds of social conflict that
are Man versus Man and Group vs Group: Intergroup and Intragroup. In order to
understand the data collection, the writer present explanation that C is chapter, P
is page and D is datum.
18
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No DATA
KINDS OF SOCIAL
CONFLICT
CAUSES
OF SOCIAL
CONFLICT
MAN
VS
MAN
GROUP
VS
GROUP
INTRA
GROUP
INTER
GROUP
1 ‘Is this a joke?’ demand
Parminder, her voice
hard and high-pitched.
‘Of course it’s not a
joke,’ said Maureen,
savouring her own
outrage. ‘Who’d make a
joke like that?’ Parminder
set down the oil with a
bang on the glass-topped
counter and walked out of
the shop. ‘Well!’ said
Maureen, in an ecstasy of
disapproval. ‘”Is this a
joke?” Charming!’
(J.K.Rowling,C-1/P-30/D-
1)

Emotional
2 Andrew could never decide
wether Kevin Cooper
irritated intentionally or
accidentally, but he had an
infallible knack for grating
on people. The nickname
‘peanut’ was a very old
one, which had clung to
Andrew in primary school;
he had always hated it.
Fats had forced the name
out of fashion by never
using it; fats had always
been the final arbiter in
such matters. Cooper was
even getting Fats’ name
wrong: ‘Wallah’ had
enjoyed only a brief
popularity, last year.
 Bullying
19
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‘Peanut! Wallah!’
‘Fuck off, Cooper, you
glans-headed moron,’
said Fats under his
breath.
(J.K. Rowling, C-1/P-
82/D-2).
3 ‘Don’ you shout at
me! I’ve ‘ad enough of
you! I’ll report you!
You’ve gave me the
wrong fuckin’ pills! I
wanna see someone else! I
wanna see Dr. Crawford!’
The old lady appeared
around the wall, wobbling,
wheezing, her face scarlet.
‘She’ll be the death of
me, that Paki cow! Don’
you go near ‘er!’ she
shouted at Tessa. ‘She’ll
fuckin’ kill yer with her
drugs, the Paki bitch!’
She tottered towards the
exit, spindle-shanked,
unsteady on her slippered
feet, her breath rattling,
swearing as loudly as her
beleaguered lungs would
permit. The door swung
shut behind her. The
receptionist exchanged
another look with Tessa.
They heard Parminder’s
surgery door close again.
(J.K. Rowling, C-1/P-
85/D-3).
 Emotional
20
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4 ‘What’s wrong with me
standing for the council?’
Simon continued. He was
not about to let it go. He
wanted to vent his
tension in a cathartic
outburst of rage.
‘Nothing’s wrong. I was
surprised, that’s all’
‘Should I have consulted
you first?’ said Simon.
‘No’(J.K.Rowling, C-1/P-
91/D-4).
 Political
5 Shirley had already
walked out of the room in
silent protest at
Howard’s siding with
Maureen. She busied
herself with the teacups
in the kitchen, silently
fuming, wondering why
she did not set out only
two cups to give Maureen
the hint that she so richly
deserved.
(J.K.Rowling, C-4/P-
282/D-5).
 Emotional
6 She thought that if she and
Howard went to the
temple, or the mosque, or
wherever it was the
Jawandas worshipped, they
would doubtless be
required to cover their
heads and remove their
shoes and who knew what
else, otherwise there would
be outcry. Yet it was
acceptable for Parminder
to flaunt her sari in church.
It was not as though
Parminder did not have
normal clothes, for she
 Religious
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wore them to work every
day. The double standard
of it all was what
rankled; not a thought
for the disrespect it
showed to their religion,
and, by extension, to
Barry Fairbrother
himself, of whom she was
supposed to have been so
fond. (J.K.Rowling,C-1/P-
108/D-6)
7 Tubby, Tubs, Tubster,
Flubber, Wally, Wallah,
Fatboy, Fats: Stuart Wall
was the most nicknamed
boy in school. His loping
walk, his skinniness, his
thin sallow face,
overlarge ears and
permanently pained
expression were
distinctive enough, but it
was his trenchant
humour, his detachment
and poise that set him
apart. Somehow he
managed to disassociate
himself from everything
that might have defined a
less resilient character,
shrugging off the
embarrassment of being
the son of a ridiculed and
unpopular deputy head; of
having a frumpy,
overweight guidance
teacher as a mother. He
was pre-eminently and
uniquely himself: Fats,
school notable and
landmark, and even the
Fielders laughed at his
jokes, and rarely bothered
– so coolly and cruelly did
 Bullying
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he return jibes – to laugh at
his unfortunate
connections.
(J.K.Rowling,C-1/P-17/D-
7)
8 ‘That’s enough,’ said
Cubby. ‘If I hear any
more noise like that from
this class, I’ll put the
whole lot of you in
detention. Do you
understand? All of you.’
He shut the door on their
laughter.
‘ You heard the deputy
headmaster!’ cried Miss
Harvey, scurrying to the
front of the room. ‘Be
quiet! I want quiet! You-
Andrew-and you, Stuart-
you can clear up that
mess! Pick up all those
bits of clock!’
They set up a rountine cry
of injustice at this,
supported shrilly by a
couple of the girls. The
actual perpetrators of the
destruction, of whom
everybody knew Miss
Harvey was afraid, sat
smirking at their desks. As
there were only five
minutes remaining until the
end of the school day,
Andrew and Fats set about
stringing out the clearing
up until they would be able
to abandon it unfinished.
While Fats garnered
further laughs by
bounching hither and
thither, stiff-armed, doing
 Emotional`
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the Cubby walk,
Sukhvinder wiped her eyes
surreptitiously with her
wool-covered hand and
sank back into
obscurity.(J.K.Rowling, C-
1/P-83/D-8).
9 The adult Terry threw
the smoking filter of the
cigarette stub down onto
the kitchen floor and strode
to her front door. She
needed more than nicotine.
Down the path and along
the street she marched,
walking in the same
direction as Cheryl. Out of
the corner of her eye she
saw them, two of her
neighbours chatting on
the pavement, watching
her go by. Like a fucking
picture? It’ll last longer.
Terry knew that she was
a perennial subject of
gossip; she knew what
they said about her; they
shouted it after her
sometimes. The stuck-up
bitch next door was
forever whining to the
council about the state of
Terri’s garden. Fuck
them, fuck them, fuck
them… (J.K.Rowling, C-
3/P-185/D-9).
 Moral
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10 She was afraid of long-
forgotten relatives
emerging from Hope
Street, as they squabbled
over Nana Cath’s house,
and of what Cheryl would
say, if she knew that Terri
had entered into voluntary
dealings with the Paki who
had killed Nana Cath.
Another mark against her,
in the family that depised
her. (J.K.Rowling, C-5/P-
294/D-10).
 Emotional
11 Pagford’s fury was
unconfined. The
Sweetlove fields had been
an important part of its
buttress against the
encroaching city; now the
ancient border of the parish
was to be compromised by
an overspill of needy
Yarvilians. Rowdy town
hall meetings, seething
letters to the newspaper
and Yarvil Council,
personal remonstrance
with those in charge –
nothing succeeded in
reversing the tide.
(J.K.Rowling,C-1/P-28
/D-11)
 Racism
12 No part of Pagford’s
unwanted burden caused
more fury or bitterness
than the fact that Fields
children now fell inside
the catchment area of St
Thomas’s Church of
England Primary School.
Young Fielders had the
right to don the coveted
 Racism
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blue and white uniform,
to play in the yard beside
the foundation stone laid
by Lady Charlotte
Sweetlove and to deafen
the tiny classrooms with
their strident Yarvil
accents.
It swiftly became common
lore in Pagford that houses
in the Fields had become
the prize and goal of every
benefit-supported Yarvil
family with school-age
children; that there was a
great ongoing scramble
across the boundary line
from the Cantermill Estate,
much as Mexicans
streamed into Texas. Their
beautiful St Thomas’s – a
magnet for professional
commuters to Yarvil, who
were attracted by the tiny
classes, the rolltop desks,
the aged stone building and
the lush green playing field
– would be overrun and
swamped by the offspring
of scroungers, addicts and
mothers whose children
had all been fathered by
different men.
(J.K.Rowling,C-1/P-29
/D-12)
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13 Yet this amicably
appointed body was
currently in a state of
civil war. An issue that
had been causing fury and
resentment in Pagford for
sixty-odd years had
reached a definitive phase,
and factions had rallied
behind two charismatic
leaders. To grasp fully the
cause of the dispute it was
necessary to comprehend
the precise depth of
Pragford’s dislike and
mistrust of the city of
Yarvil, which lay to its
north. (J.K.Rowling, C-
1/P-34/D-13)
 Political
14 Dane had had a fight
(with a nineteen-year-old,
so the story went, from
the cantermill Estate), his
father had escorted him to
the rendezvous, and had
stayed to fight Dane’s
opponent’s older brothers.
Tully had turned up at
school with his face cut,
his lip  swollen and his eye
blacked. Everyone agreed
that he had put in one of
his infrequent appearances
simply to show off his
injuries. (J.K. Rowling, C-
1/P-50/D-14).
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15 ‘Can you imagine Collin
running for election?’
Tessa asked, her sodden
tissues crumpled tightly in
her fist. ‘Coping with the
likes of Aubrey Fawley
and Howard Mollison?
Trying to fill Barry’s
shoes, telling himself he’s
got to win the battle for
Barry – all the
responsibility-‘
(J.K.Rowling, C-1/P-87/D-
15).
 Political
16 ‘Cubby’s not too
worried about Si-Pie,’
said Fats. ‘He thinks the
big competition is Miles
Mollison.’
‘Yeah,’ said Andrew.
He had heard his parents
discussing it. Both of them
seemed to think that
Shirley had betrayed them;
that she ought to have
forbidden her son from
challenging Simon.
‘This is a holy fucking
crusade for Cubby,
y’know,’ said Fats, rolling
a cigarette between
forefinger and thumb.
‘He’s picking up the
regimental flag for his
fallen comrade. Ole Barry
Fairbrother.’ (J.K.Rowling,
C-2/P-165/D-16).
 Political
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17 Fats laughed loudly.
Andrew’s fingers twitched
on the mouse. He rolled it
sideways. Wether he
would have gone through
with it if Fats had not been
watching, he would never
know. With a single click,
a new thread appeared at
the top of the Pragford
Parish Council message
board: Simon Price Unfit
to Stand for Council.
(J.K.Rowling C-2/P-
168/D-17).
 Political
18 Ashlee had been a
member of Krystal’s
gang until the two of
them had clashed over
another boy. Ashlee was
notoriously not quite right
in the head; she was prone
to outburst of rage and
tears, and divided most of
her time between learning
support and guidance when
at Winterdown. If further
proof were needed of her
inability to think through
consequences, she had
challenged Krystal on her
home turf, where Krystal
had back-up and she had
none. Nikki, Jemma and
Leanne had helped corner
and hold Ashlee, and
Krystal had pummeled and
slapped her everywhere
she could reach, until her
knuckles came away
bloody from the other
girl’s mouth.
(J.K.Rowling, C-2/P-
171/D-18).
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19 He fetched himself a
bottle from the fridge, took
of his coat and sat down
opposite her at the island in
the middle of the room.
After a while, when she
had drunk most of her gin,
she became calm and quiet
again, the way he always
thought of her.
‘Who d’you think did
it?’ she asked him.
‘Some total bastard,’
said Gavin.
‘They’re all fighting over
his council seat, now.
Squabbling away over
the Fields as usual. And
he’s still in there, putting
his two cents in. The
Ghost of Barry
Fairbrother. Maybe it
really is him., posting on
the message board?’
(J.K.Rowling, C-3/P-
189/D-19).
 Political
20 ‘Someone’s posted
accusations about Simon
Price,’ Miles told
Samantha, pressing past
his parents’ seizing the
role of announcer.
‘What kind of
accusations?’ asked
Samantha.
‘Receiving stolen
goods,’ said Howard,
firmly reclaiming the
spotlight, ‘and diddling his
bosses at the print works.’
Samantha was pleased
to find herself unmoved.
She had only the haziest
idea who Simon Price was.
“They’ve posted under
a pseudonym,’ Howard
 Political
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continued, ‘ and it’s not a
particularly tasteful
pseudonym, either.’
‘Rude, you mean?’
Samantha asked. ‘Big-Fat-
Cock or something?’
Howard’s laughter boomed
through the room, Maureen
gave an affected shriek of
horror, but Miles scowled
and Shirley looked furious.
‘Not quite that, Sammy,
no,’ said Howard. ‘No,
they’ve called themselves
“The Ghost of Barry
Fairbrother”.’ (J.K.
Rowling, C-3/P-193/D-20).
21 ‘You were all quite
happy when it was Simon
Price who was getting
attacked. Why’s this any
different?’.
‘If it’s a campaign
against anyone on the
council, or standing for
council…’(J.K. Rowling,
C-4/P-235/D-21).
 Political
22 ‘You don’t think
anyone’s got anything on
you, do you? ‘ she asked.
‘No-but I’m a lawyer,
aren’t I? There might be
people with a grudge. I
don’t think this kind of
anonymous stuff… I
mean, so far it’s all about
the other side, but there
could be reprisals… I
don’t like the way this
thing’s going.’
(J.K.Rowling, C-4/P-
 Political
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235/D-22)
23 ‘Hello Si-Pie! How-what’s
wrong?’
‘They’ve made me
redundant.’
Ruth clapped her hands to
her face in horror, then
dashed to her husband,
threw her arms around his
neck and drew him close.
“Why?’ she whispered.
‘That message,’ said
Simon. ‘On that fucking
website. They pulled in
Jim and Tommy too. It
was take redundancy or
we’ll sack you. And it’s a
shitty deal. It’s not even
what they gave Brian
Grant.’
(J.K.Rowling, C-4/P-
244/D-23).
 Political
24 Shirley felt a special, secret
kinship with the Ghost. He
had chosen her website as
the forum where he
would expose the
hypocrisy of Howard’s
opponents, and this, she
felt, entitled her to the
pride of the naturalist who
has constructed a habitat in
 Political
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which a rare species
designs to nest. But there
was more to it than that.
Shirley relished the
Ghost’s anger, his
savagery and his
audacity. She wondered
who he might be,
visualizing a strong,
shadowy man standing
behind herself and
Howard, on their side,
cutting a path for them
through the opponents
(J.K.Rowling, C-4/P-
244/D-24).
25 They took it very
personally that other
candidates were standing
for Barry Fairbrother’s old
seat, and seemed to assume
that Colin Wall and Miles
Mollison spent most of
their time plotting
together, staring up at
Hilltop House, focused
entirely on defeating the
man who lived there.
(J.K.Rowling, C-2/P-
165/D-25).

Political
26 ‘Colin, it’s not over.
You’ve made a
difference. People don’t
like the Mollisons. If you
get in we’d be in a much
stronger position to fight.
Please, Colin.’
(J.K.Rowling, C-4/P-
285/D-26).
 Political
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B. Discussions
In this part, the writer discussed the data analysis that had been found in
J.K. Rowling’s novel “The Casual Vacancy”.
1. Kinds of Social Conflict in J.K. Rowling’s novel “The Casual Vacancy”.
The writer identified the kinds of social conflict based on Malesevic’s
theory of social conflict. As the result, based on the 26 data, the writer found  6
data Man versus Man, 20 data Group versus Group: 4 data Intragroup and 16 data
Intergroup as the following below:
a. Man vs Man
Man versus Man is one of the type of social conflict. This form of social
conflict occurs when the conflict is between two characters. It does not have to be
a physical confrontation; it can be a battle between two ideas. When two or more
actors/actress oppose each other in social interaction, reciprocally exerting social
power in an effort to attain scarce or incompatible goals and prevent the opponent
from attaining them. Man against Man usually called conflict character versus
character. So man versus man is not just conflict between man versus man but
also conflict between woman versus woman or man versus woman. (Malesevic,
2010:39).
This novel tells about social conflict. Social conflict Man versus Man
shown in the data below:
Datum 1, Conflict between Parminder and Maureen, Maureen annoyance
to Parminder as she considered lying about Barry's death. Maureen did not think
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Parminder will accuse him like that, because really the heart of people who make
death as a joke. So Maureen upset and gave the cynical satire against Parminder.
Datum 2, conflict between Andrew and Kevin, Andrew was very annoyed
with Kevin, and he thinks Kevin is a gifted child makes people irritated. The
nickname "peanut" is the nickname that has long stuck to the self-Andrew since
elementary school, and he was given the nickname such hate. This time, Kevin
call Andrew with the call 'nuts' so Andrew reply with backlash.
Datum 3, conflict between Mrs. Weedon and Doctor. Mrs. Weedon not
like being shouted at and fed up with the nagging feeling that one's doctor. Even
thought the doctor had given him the wrong medication, he considers that the
doctor was going to kill him. So he cursed the doctor.
Datum 4, conflict between Simon and Andrew. Simon realized that
Andrew does not like himself forward as a member of the Board. So Simon vent
his anger to simon.
Datum 5, conflict between Shirley and Howard. Shirley was very annoyed
to Howard, because he pro Maureen. According to Shirley, Miles could be elected
to the Council, but Maureen denounced the accusation that it is burdening Miles.
And most make a furious Shirley, Howard agrees with the words of Maureen's,
because of that, Shirley gave a protest to Howard.
Datum 6 conflict between Shirley and Parminder. Shirley was angry with
Parminder, because Parminder was often disrespectful to Shirley religion. Shirley
is Christian and Parminder is Hindu.
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After analyzing the data, the writer has found 6 data Man versus Man
conflict. Man versus Man is one of the type of social conflict. Man versus Man is
conflict between a character against a character, if a character disagreements
between the other characters, and he will use all means to get rid of his opponent
in an attempt to achieve his wish.
b. Group vs Group
Group conflict can be separated into two sub-categories of conflict: inter-
group conflict (in which distinct groups of individuals are at odds with one
another), and intra-group conflict (in which select individuals a part of the same
group clash with one another). (Malesevic, 2010:40)
1) Intragroup conflict refers to conflict between two or more members of the
same group or team. In recent years, intragroup conflict has received a large
amount of attention in conflict and group dynamics literature. ( Jehn, 1995:265).
This kinds of intragroup social conflict happened in this novel as shown in
the data below:
Datum 7, conflict among Fat and her friends, Fats always be the laughing
stock of his friends. He always gets teasing from his friends. Fats and always
ready to reply to the insinuation that the more cruel satire.
Datum 8, Conflict among Teachers and Pupils, teachers get annoyed with
the noise that always made the kids classrooms. And if they reprimanded, just
reply with derision.
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Datum 9, conflict between Terry and Her Neighbour. Terry was very
annoyed with neighbours who are always talking bad about him. So he went to his
neighbor and said want to see all my pictures would have been more satisfied
fucking see it, and Terry cursed with the word fuck.
Datum 10, conflict among Terry and her family, after the death of Nana
Catchs. Terry and his family fight house of Nana Catchs. They all feel powerful to
have a home Nana catchs.
After analyzing the data, the writer has found 4 data intragroup conflicts.
Intragroup conflict is conflict between two or more members of the same group or
team.
2) Intergroup conflicts are one of the most important types of conflict in an
organization, as an organization is structured in the form of several interdependent
task groups. These groups could be formal or informal, and the members of these
groups interact with each other for different purposes. These groups differ in
goals, work activities, power, and prestige. (Bornstein, 2003:3).
This kinds of intergroup conflict happened in this novel as shown in the
data below:
Datum 11, conflict among people of Pagford and people of Yarvil,
Pagford residents of wealthy classes of the past had become the mortal enemy of
Population Yarvil be poor. Pagford residents were furious because the fields
sweetlove which became the boundary between the city of Pagford and Yarvil
now trampled by the poor of Yarvil. Each meeting of the society of pagford  and
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the society of  Yarvil always full of emotion, the society of Yarvil are not received
by the society of  Pagford who always acted arbitrarily.
Datum 12, conflict among people of Pagford and people of Yarvil. No
part of Pagford’s unwanted burden caused more fury or bitterness than the fact
that Fields children now fell inside the catchment area of St Thomas’s Church of
England Primary School. The society of Pagford do not like kids the society of
Yarvil school in St Thomas's Church of England Primary School. Moreover, the
children of Yarvil always make noise in the classroom, with their accents shrill of
Yarvil.
Datum 13, conflict among group Simon, group Miles, and group Howard.
Council that was once full of friendship, now in a state of civil war split the
Council into two factions, each have a charismatic leader. All of them have
dominion over the city Pagford.
Datum 14, conflict among Dane Tully’s family and their enemy. Dane
Tully’s family renowned for their crimes. Two brothers and her father out of jail.
And even recently Dane fights Nineteen year olds from Real Cantermiil, he fights
with opponents brother Dane. His brother did not receive when Dane hurt his
young brother.
Datum 15, conflict among group Aubrey, group Howard and group
Collin. Political conflict because it is very common as Aubrey Falley, Howard
Mollison, Colin, fought by any means in order to win seats to replace the board
members Barry.
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Datum 16, conflict among group Miles and group Pie. Cubby was not too
worried about the Pie-she felt if only rival Miles Mollison, the battle is important
for Cubby, he should win this fight in order to chair vacated by Council member
Barry is not filled with the wrong people.
Datum 17, conflict Fats and Andrew among all Nomination member of
council. Political world is always full of conflict, efforts have been made to win it.
Fats and Andrew Simon did not like the nomination forward as a member of the
board. So they both wrote Message in Pagford city council, Simon Price not worth
running for council members. This is very cornered Simon and made him furious.
Datum 18, conflict among group Krystal versus group Ashlee. Ashlee
and Krystal once had a gang, but now they are bitter enemies and the leader of
each gang. In fact they often quarreled because like the same guy. And most
horror is that time her friends Krystal and Ashlee maul with punched and slapped
until Ashlee bloody lip, although Ashlee could fight but he could not do much
because of the people opposed to many people.
Datum 19, conflict among group Simon and Group Andrew Everything is
curious about the message that appears in the council city, who said that Simon
was not worth running. Even have not just Simon who snarled, but Gavin also
started contrived furious and began to wonder who the losers who wrote the
message as it dropped.
Datum 20, conflict Maureen and Shirley among Group Andrew. Maureen,
Shirley, and he seemed angry with the person who has posted the message in the
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council of Pagford the city. They assume that his actions were unsportsmanlike,
and obviously want to drop Simon.
Datum 21, conflict among the society Pagford between group Simon.
Although many who hate someone who has written on the city council Pragford,
because his actions are considered as an act of a loser, because clearly dropping
Simon will go forward as a member of the Board, but many also feel very happy
that people hate Simon, and feel happy that many are attacking Simon.
Datum 22, conflict among the society and group Simon. As a lawyer
Simon feels a lot who do not like him, so now many people who attacked him and
he also had prepared a plan to strike back later.
Datum 23, conflict group Andrew among Tom and Jim. After the attack to
Simon, now proceeds to Tom and Jim. Simon was very furious with the sender's
message in the council of Pagford city. And Simon and his friends have prepared
a plan to strike back.
Datum 24, conflict among group Andrew versus group Howard. Shirley
feel special, secret kinship with the ghost. Ghost in question here are those who
have sent messages in Pagford city council, because he named himself The Ghost
of Barry Fairbrother. He has chosen his website as a forum in which he would
expose the hypocrisy opponent Howard, but no more than that. Shirley enjoyed
the Ghost anger, cruelty and courage. He wondered who he might be, visualize a
strong shadow man standing behind him and Howard, on their side, cut a path for
them through the opponent.
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Datum 25, conflict group Collin and Miles among group Simon. Collin
and Miles Mollison ultimately conspire against Simon and Simon made helpless.
Datum 26, conflict among group Collin versus group mollison. Parminder
encourage Collin back so as not to withdraw from his nomination as a member of
the board, Many do not like the incoming Mollison and that would be more
robust to attack Howard Mollison.
After analyzing the data, the writer has found 16 data Intergroup conflict.
Intergroup conflict is the conflict in which distinct groups of individuals are at
odds with one another. Such as conflict between people of Pagford and people of
Yarvil. People of Yarvil don’t like people of Pagford, because people of Pagford
always act of racism to people of Yarvil.
2. The causes of social conflict in J.K. Rowling’s novel “The Casual Vacancy”.
After analyzing the data the writer has found the causes of social conflict in J.K.
Rowling’s novel “The Casual Vacancy”. They are 13 data political, 6 data
emotional, 3 data bullying, 2 data racism, 1 data moral and 1 data religious. The
most dominant cause is political that is 13 data, and the less dominant cause are
moral and religious those are 1 data, The causes of political, The death of Barry
Fairbrother sudden course repercussion in the small town of Pagford , besides
causing the grief , the death of Barry Fairbrother politically also raises the Casual
Vacancy or vacancy of office chairs city council . Vacancy is then targeted by
three residents of the city of Pagford. Those are Miles Mollison, Howard
Mollison son who is a prominent resident Pagford , Simon Price is a father of two
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children who is temperamental and likes to beat his wife and his children, and
Colin Wall is a school principal.
They each run to get ahead in the election of city council members
Pagford. But the third nomination the candidate is not running smoothly, while the
third candidate campaigns, suddenly appeared in the official website Pagford
disgrace message that reveals the city council candidates by someone claiming to
be “The Ghost of Barry Fairbother”. Again Pagford residents in an uproar due to
the emergence of the messages of “The Ghost Barry Fairbrother“ Bring political
conflict and competition among the three candidates in the city council office
vacancies to fight .
The Casual Vacancy also tells a story of the causes of social conflict about
emotional that is conflict between Maureen and Parminder. Bullying that is
conflict among Group Ashlee and Group Krystal. Moral that is conflict among
Terry and her neighbor. Racism that is conflict among people of Pagford and
People of Yarvil. Religious that is conflict between Shirley and Parminder.
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BAB V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
This chapter consists of conclusion and suggestions. After findings of the
kinds and causes of social conflict and analyzing it, the writer provides some
conclusions and suggestions in explaining about social conflict in J.K. Rowling’s
novel “The Casual Vacancy”.
A. Conclusion
After analyzing the data of social conflict in the novel, the writer gives
conclusion as follows:
1. In J.K. Rowling’s novel “The Casual Vacancy” novel, the writer found
two kinds of social conflict, those are:
a. Man versus Man
b. Group versus Group it can be separated into two sub-categories of
conflict: inter-group conflict and intra-group conflict.
2. In novel J.K. Rowling’s “The Casual Vacancy”, the writer found six
causes of social conflict, those are: political, emotional, bullying, racism,
moral and religious.
B. Suggestion
The writer would like to give some suggestions for other students who
intend to conduct research regarding to this topic of social conflict, as follows:
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1. The writer suggested the readers to improve their comprehension or
understanding about the social conflict in the novel.
2. The next researchers are strongly expected to know more about the
social conflict in the novel and then it can be a reference for next
researchers who wants to analyze the same research particulary about
the social conflict in the literary work.
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